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Abstract:

This paper highlights heating technique as one o f  suitable loading mechanism in concrete Non Destructive Testing 
(NDT) inspection by laser shearography. The reason o f  heating the concrete as loading mechanism is to give a 
small deformation to the concrete because the result produced from  laser shearography technique reveals flaw s by 
looking into flaw -induced deformation anomalies. In this study Laser shearography that surface displacement 
gradients is used to detect fla w  in concrete sample with the dimension o f3 Ic m  x  10cm x  4cm. Laser shearography 
technique reveal flaw s by looking into flaw -induced deformation anomalies that can be observed by heating the 
sample with 500Watt- infrared spotlight as loading mechanism at different times intervals. Result obtained by laser 
shearography shows that the convenient time o f  heating the concrete sample fo r  flaw  detection during 2 minute. For 
validation, a result from  conventional radiography technique is also observed. The application o f  loading 
mechanism by heating fro m  a SOOWatt- infrared spotlight makes the laser shearography as a prime alternative 
technique fo r  detecting flaw  in concrete.
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INTRODUCTION

Concrete is a mixture o f stone and sand together by hardened paste o f cement and water. When the ingredients are 
thoroughly mixed they make a plastic mass which can be cast o r molded into a predetermined size and shape. When 
the cement paste hardens the concrete becomes very hard like a rock. It has great durability and has the ability to 
carry high loads especially in compression. Since it is initially plastic it can be used in various type o f construction 
(International Atomic Energy Agency 2002,).

It is often necessary to test concrete structure after the concrete has hardened to determine whether the 
structure is suitable for its designed use. Non-destructive testing can be applied without damaging the structure. 
There are several Non-destructive testing techniques can be applied for testing o f  concrete such as Visual Inspection, 
Conventional Radiographic Testing, Ultrasonic Testing, Infrared Testing and Ground penetration Radar.

For this study Laser Shearography was used for concrete inspection in NDT. This technique used type 
Class 3B laser with lOmW power output and 532 nm wavelength as a source that produce non-ionizing radiation 
when exposed. This generally applies to lasers powered from  5-500  mW. Shearography is a highly sensitive integral 
measuring technique to record deformation and strain concentrations on the surface o f concrete (M iaoa H. et al. 
2005) Shearography can be used for fast and nondestructive inspection of large components, because local defects 
in components generally cause little additional strain on its surface (Hung Y.Y. el al 1982). This paper deals with the 
application of shearography for nondestructive inspection of concrete. The principle is based on measuring the 
surface deformation o f the concrete to be inspected, which can be employed by heating 500W att- infrared spotlight 
as loading mechanism to the concrete sample for flaw detection during 2 minute.
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THEORETICAL PHASE ANALYSIS IN SHEAROGRAPHY

Regardless the nature of wavefront illumination, the mathematical description used (Hung Y.Y. et al 1999) for 
analysis of the optical phase data A produced by the interferometer, which was identified as being applicable to 
M ichelson or wedge based speckle shearing interferometer is given by:
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W here X is the laser wavelength, 6  is the angle of illumination, dw/dx and du/dx represent the out-of-plane and in
plane first-order displacement derivative, and Sx is the extended o f the lateral shear applied to the interferometer.

Recent studies shown that E q .l is only valid at one point on the optical axis o f illuminated object whereas optical 
phase error associated with curvature of illumination and imaging angle could be introduced. Rewrite the E q .l with 
considering divergence illumination and imaging angle is given by:
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From  Eq. 2 the inclination angle/? depends on the illuminated object diameter and the distance from expanding lens 
to. the object surface where as the im aging angle g is the angle measured at the edge o f illuminated object relative to 
the center point o f the expanding lens.

APPLICATION IN CONCRETE INSPECTION

Shearography is based on the comparison of two states o f deformation in the test object (Ettemeyer A. et al 1996). 
The sheared speckle pattern on the object surface before deformation is compared to the shared speckle pattern after 
deformation. Ideally, it is desirable to impose stresses similar to the stress state found in service. If  components 
under testing are loaded in a stress mode similar to the actual one experience in service, shearography can be used to 
reveal critical flaw.
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Figure 1. Principle of shearographic concrete inspection



In concrete inspection, shearography shows the effect o f a local strain concentration due to mechanical 
loading if a defect present, on the visible, surface of this component. The concrete to be inspected is externally 
loaded by heating the concrete, this will produce the external stress of the concrete surface. In the areas o f weakened 
surface caused by flaw, the rear surface o f the concrete is deformed more than the areas o f without flaw (see Figure 
1, state 1 and state 2). The phase change difference of a loaded and unloaded state provides information about the 
deformation o f the rear surface o f the concrete.

The area to be inspected is illuminated with laser light at a  define illumination angle and the amount o f 
shearing. An image of the inspected area is recorded by charge coupled device (CCD) camera and stored as a master 
image on an image frame. The following video images are recorded and subtracted pixel by pixel in real time from 
this master image, result displays as contour line o f  the phase change on the surface o f the pipeline as bright and 
dark fringes. These correspond to iso-strain lines, e.g. a local strain concentration will produce a typical fringe 
pattern as shown on the far right o f Figure I .

E X PE R IM E N T A L  M ETH O D O LO G Y

The concrete sample with dimension of 31 cm x 10cm x 4cm  is made by mixture of stone, steel and sand together by 
hardened paste of cement and water. In this study, the radiography technique was used to validate the 5mm radius of 
straight line flaw area at rear centre of concrete before proceed with the laser shearography technique. The main 
components for radiographic technique involved are radioactive source, concrete sample, and radiographic film 
Agfa D7. The radiographic source used is x-ray by using ISOVOLT 225 Titan E as an X-ray generator. The 
exposure parameter which was 80kV tube potential, 3mA current and exposure time is 50s. In this work, 80kV was 
used as an optim um energy that need to penetrate on the sample of concrete. As we know the radiographic exposure 
depends on the materia! and thickness o f the sample. A source to film distance (SFD) was chosen as 700mm and the 
lead used was 2cm thick to reduce back scatter radiation. Then, the exposed film can be developed after the X-ray 
exposure. Finally, the exposed film  was interpreted through viewer and makes an analysis. Figure 2 shows front and 
rear image o f concrete sample.

Figure 2. Image of concrete sample (a) front side and (b) rear side
Source

Figure 3. Arrangement o f Shearography interferometer to measure derivative displacement



In order to measure the expansion o f the concrete by shearography, the front area o f the concrete is 
illuminated with an expanded laser light o f Nd:YAG 532nm. An image o f the concrete is recorded by CCD camera 
and stored as a master image on an image frame grabber. The subsequent image is subtracted pixel by pixel in real 
time from this master image. Figure 3 shows shearography arrangement which includes PZT for optical phase 
analysis. The shearography arrangement used simple M ichelson set-up as shearing device. The vertical shearing 
am ount (Sx) of 10mm was used. The stress mechanism is applied by heating front o f concrete surface using 
SOOWatt-infrared spotlight for 2minute. The distance between infrared spotlight and concrete is measured around 
30cm. This distance is to make sure that the. light beam from  infrared spotlight is expanded and illuminate to all area 
o f concrete a.

A  standard image processing, the two speckle patterns are subsequently digitized. Computing the difference 
of two speckle pattern will forms a fringe pattern that depicting the surface derivative displacement. In order to 
present quantitative data, phase analysis using phase stepping procedure will be employed, it is than followed by 
image processing algorithm for wrapped and unwrapped phase image. Figure 4 shows arrangement of 500W att- 
infrared spotlight before and during heating the concrete.

The process involves is programmed by the combination of C language, Standard Image Processing 
Package (W iT7.2) and Standard Fringe Application Package. The C program is linked with W IT7.2 to deliver the 
right voltage at each step and WiT7.2 is functioned to grab the image frame at each step while Fringe Application as 
the image processing algorithm for wrapped and unwrapped phase image.

Figure 4. Arrangement o f 500W atts infrared spotlight (a) before and (b) during heating the concrete

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result shows straight line flaw were successfully detected using the radiography technique. The result from  
these can be seen in Figure 5(a). The shadow image appeared in centre o f the concrete was the location of the 
straight line flaw and the images o f the rectangular was steel that helps to control cracking such as shrinkage and 
surface cracking.

In second experiment, laser shearography was used to inspect the flaw in concrete. The vertical shearing 
amount o f 10mm was applied. The stress mechanism was applied by heating the concrete for 2 minute. The 
shcarography fringe pattern from the subtraction of speckle pattern at two consequent events shows the stress 
concentration represented by the straight line pattern as seen in Figure 5(b). This straight line pattern was same with 
shadow image that appear by using radiography technique. However the rectangular steel images from radiography 
technique cannot be seen by shearography technique because shearography principle is based on measuring the 
surface deformation o f the concrete al week area.



Figure 5. Results o f flaw concrete using (a) radiography technique and (b) shearography technique

Figure 6(a) shows reconstruction of fringes pattern from  figure 5(b) with wrapped phase processing 
algorithm as depicted at the outer wall of the front surface area of concrete. Due. this process, the filter shape of 
square type and 3x3 filter sizes are used from the FRINGE APPLICATION program,

The goal o f phase unwrapping is to reconstruct the phase information from the wrapped phase maps to 
transform the phase the phase wrapped modulo 2% into a phase map without 2n  discontinuities. Applying a phase 
unwrapping algorithm where the image process by queuing to the phase fringe pattern in figure 6(a) resulted in 
Figure 6(b). The unwrapped phase map generated from a speckle interferometry has positive and negative residues 
(also known as phase singularities) indicated at bright and dark area, respectively.

Figure 6.( a) W rapped phase image and ( b) Unwrapped phase image c) of concrete by shearography

CONCLUSION

Two techniques o f NDT are used to inspect for detecting flaw in concrete. In this study the result from radiography 
is validated. For the laser shearography result, it has been shown that the application of loading mechanism by 
heating from a 500Wall infrared spotlight makes the laser shearography as a prim e alternative technique for 
detecting flaw in concrete. It had been shown experimentally that the fringe patterns o f flaw are clearly appeared 
when heating the concrete by using 500W atts infrared spotlight for 2 minute. Studies by others indicate that this 
method provide high sensitivity, high inspection speed, the integral measuring technique and suitable for different 
type of defect in solid material.
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